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OPPEIN INTELLIGENT STORAGE SYSTEM
Considering the layout of your house, ergonomics and kitchen tasks(preparation, washing, cooking and storage), 

OPPEIN intelligent storage system organizes everthing neatly and makes cooking a relaxing joy.

Efficient task-oriented layout

Effortless ergonomical design

Make full use of every inch of your space



Pull Out Basket, 
Your Space Magician 

With logical configuration and masterly matching with 

drawer dividers and storage boxes, our pull out baskets 

can largely improve your space utilization and make 

your organization orderly and easy to access.

It is rustproof

Made of stainless steel 304 and with nickel content ≥4%, Oppein 
pull out baskets are rustless, even in moist environment.

Hidden Storage, Unhidden Quality

Timeless luster

Basket body are carefully treated by electrolysis technology. The 
luster surface is long lasting, and it can be easily cleaned with�dry 
cloth.

Silent motion, full visibility & easier access

Integrating with Blum soft closing runner, our pull out baskets can be 
silently closed, creating a noiseless experience.
Besides, the runner can be fully extended, therefore you can see all you 
storage and quickly access them.

Long Service Life

Blum runners are tested with 100,000 opening�and closing cycle tests 
and  guarantee 20 years of service life.
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LD030E1/LD040E1Code  Code  Code  LW060E1/LW070E1/LW080E1/LW090E1 LT060E1/LT070E1/LT080E1/LT090E1

Size(W×D×H)

Matched base cabinets  

268/368×481×579mm

W=300/400mm

Net size 268/368×≥485×≥579mm

Included parts KESSEBOHMER runner

Can be combined with countertop and base cabinet

Benefits

Size(W×D×H)

Matched base cabinets  

868/868/768/768×460×250mm

W=600/700/800/900mm

Net size 868/868/768/768×≥485×≥270mm

Included parts Blum runner

Can be combined with countertop and base cabinet

Benefits

Can be combined with countertop and base cabinet

Benefits

Size(W×D×H)

Matched base cabinets  

668/668/568/568×460×250mm

W=600/700/800/900mm

Net size 668/668/568/568×≥485×≥270mm

Included parts Blum runner

All the trays and the new storage utensils are fully 
compatible with one another. The DISPENSA junior is 
accessible from both sides-which makes it a very flexible 
and versatile candidate in kitchen planning.

Full-extension 
A smooth run of fronts creates an attractive and organized 
look and feel in your kitchen. Opening the units is a pleasure, 
especially when the inside is just as attractive and organized.

Front pull-out
The bottom pull-out moves out automatically as the front 
is pulled open. Just one movement to reach all essential 
items.

Front pull-out

LZ900FRB/LZ900FLBCode  

Size(W×D×H)

Matched base cabinets  

868×500×300mm

W=900-1000mm, door panel 
width≥450mm 
Matches with hinged door

Modeled after the Le Mans racetrack, this shelving system 
combines a sleek, modern design with ease of access to 
blind corner cabinets that are often underutilized.

Lemans

005/006
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TANDEM offers completely new 

options for storing supplies-and 
much more! 

Split storage-front+rear shelf units-for a better overview and 
more transparency

TANDEM Depot – supermarket shelf-type storage at home

Emotional movement sequences:
The front (door) shelf swings open with the door

The rear shelf is automatically drawn forward

Same frame for left and right installation – 
simplifies planning–independent of cabinet height

Mature, reliable runner system

OP-LK045HE

OP-LK060HE

Code

Code

W=450mm 

W=600mm 

Matched base cabinets  

Matched base cabinets  

Net width＞412mm

Net width＞562mm

Net size                                            

Net size                                            

Net depth＞500mm

Net depth＞500mm

Net height＞1700mm

Net height＞1700mm

Benefits

DISPENSA 90° - 
storage for easy access. 
Each tray or basket can be individually hung at a height to suit 

the contents, making DISPENSA 90°a flexible solution providing 

a lot of storage with a very small footprint. The entire height 

and width of the unit can be fully utilised. It makes best use of 

available space, and supports good organisation and fast access. 

All the contents, even on the topmost shelf, are in clear view – 

from either side!

ClickFixx – toolless assembly and simple adjustment

Up to 70% faster assembly!

Patented Synchromatic system

Reliable function – guaranteed!

Transparent tray sides

Fast and easy access to contents – clear visibility from top to bottom

The pull-out larder unit–Successful on the market for over 30 years

OP-LG030HHCode

W=300mmMatched base cabinets  

Net width� 262mmNet size                                            

Net depth� 500mm

1900mm≤Net height ≤ 2300mm

Benefits



Apollo Noble Series

009/010

LK060QC-1Code

Matched wall cabinets W=600mm

Storing items Bottles, bags, boxes

Can be pulled down 60,000 times, safe and durable

Loading capacity up to 8kg.

Benefits

iMove-Everything in easy reach.
The coveted iF product design award is awarded to innovations 

that demonstrate great and immediately evident product benefits 

together with a clear design language.

Winning this prestigious international prize confirms our belief in 

the inherent value of the concept. iMove substantially improves the 

ergonomics of a wall unit by bringing even the top shelves into 

easy reach. Winning the iF-Award is an additional powerful sales 

argument.

Size(WxDxH) 568x267x380



Benefits

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

LA060B2

Used to easily organize vegetables and fruits.

568×465×240mm

Vegetables and Fruits Storage Box

Keep your storage hygiene.

Movable plastic partition to allow flexible division.

Blum soft closing runner to offer more than 10 years of 
service life.

Corrosion resistant coating

Blum soft closing runner

600mm

High quality steel and PP

Mounting Dimension 568×≥475×≥240mm

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

568/668/768/868×465×126mm

Benefits

Full extension runner to maximize space utilization and allow 
full visibility and fast access.

LT060/070/080/090D1

600/700/800/900mm

Blum soft closing runner

High quality steel

Corrosion resistant coating

Cookware Pull Out

Benefits

Spice boxes to allow orderly storage

Withstanding 96 hours of salt spray test, 
outstanding corrosion-resistant  performance.

Mounting Dimension 568/668/768/868×≥475×≥130mm

Multifunctional Pull Out

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

LD030/035/040/045D1

268/318/368/418×475×554mm

Corrosion resistant coating

300/350/400/450mm

Blum soft closing runner

High quality steel

Mounting Dimension 268/318/368/418×≥480×≥560mm

011/012

Benefits

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

LW060/070/080/090D1

Full extension runner to maximize space utilization and allow 
full visibility and fast access.

568/668/768/868×465×205mm

Built-in partition to allow orderly storage.

Corrosion resistant coating

600/700/800/900mm 

Blum soft closing runner

High quality steel

Dishware Pull Out

Mounting Dimension 568/668/768/868×≥475×≥205mm



OP-LK060/070/080/090QA

High quality steel

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Material

564/664/764/864 260 547mm× ×

600/700/800/900mm

Chrome plated & powder spraying

Mounting Dimension 564/664/764/864×≥300×≥650mm

Non-slip pad to keep cans and bottles and cans from falling down.

Full visibility and fast access.

2-tiers structure to make full use of space.

Benefits

Chrome plated high quality steel, rustless and easy to clean.

Benefits

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Material

LS040B1

Maximize space utilization of sink cabinets to organize 
cleaning products.

502×123×560mm

The position of upper layer can be adjusted.

Corrosion resistant coating

Mounted in 900mm-wide sink cabinets

High quality steel and ABS

Cleaning Products Pull Out

Mounting Dimension 450×≥115×≥560mm

013/014

Stainless Steel Series

Hanging Pull out



Made of high quality stainless steel, rustless and gleaming

Surface electropolished,  rustless and elegant.

Benefits

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

OP-LA060/070/080/090WH

Runner integrated with soft closing damper to ensure silent motion.

Blum full extension runner to maximize space utilization and allow 
full visibility and fast access.

015/016

568/668/768/868×465×231mm

Electropolishing

600/700/800/900mm wide base units

Blum soft closing runner

SUS202 stainless steel

Dishware Pull Out

Mounting Dimension 568/668/768/868×≥485×≥235mm

Dishware & Cookware Pull Out

Optimized layout for both dishware and cookware.

Blum full-extention runner to allow full visibility and easy access.

Made of electropolished stainless steel SUS 202, rustless, elegant 

and durable.

Drip tray design to avoid water drips wetting cabinets.

Benefits

Runner integrated with soft closing damper to ensure silent motion.

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

OP-LA060/070/080/090TF

568/668/768/868×465×173mm

600/700/800/900mm

Stainless steel

BLUM full extension soft closing runner

ElectropolishingFinish

Mounting Dimension 568/668/768/868× 485× 175mm≥ ≥

Cookware Pull Out

Made of high quality stainless steel, rustless and gleaming

Surface electropolished,  rustless and elegant.

Benefits

Runner integrated with soft closing damper to ensure silent motion.

Blum full extension runner to maximize space utilization and allow 
full visibility and fast access.

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

OP-LA070/080/090TH

668/768/868×465×173mm

700/800/900mm

Stainless steel

BLUM full extension soft closing runner

Electropolishing

Mounting Dimension 668/768/868×≥485×≥175mm

Multifunctional Pull Out

OP-LD030/040

Electropolishing

300/400mm

BLUM full-extention soft closing runner

Stainless steel  

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Finish

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Material

240/340×465×448mm

Mounting Dimension 268/368×≥485×≥490mm

Up to 30 KG of loading capacity.

Passing 100,000 opening and closing cycles test, long service life.

Drip tray to avoid water drips wetting cabinets.

Full-extention runner to allow full visibility and fast access

Benefits

Surface electropolished, rustless and easy to clean.

Runner integrated with soft closing damper to ensure silent motion.



017/018

Plate Series

Integrated basket

Used to easily organize dishes

Benefits

LW060/070/080/090C1Code

Size (W×D×H) 568/668/768/868×468×174mm

Mounting Dimension 568/668/768/868×≥475×≥235mm

Carcase Width 600/700/800/900mm

Included Parts Blum runner

LT060C1/LT070C1/LT080C1/LT090C1Code

568/668/768/868x468x174mmSize (W×D×H)

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

Included Parts

568/668768/868×≥475×≥235mm

600/700/800/900mm

Blum runner

Integrated basket

Used to easily organize dishes

Benefits



LD030/035/040/045C1Code

Size (W×D×H)

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

Included Parts

268/318/368/418×467×527mm

268/318/368/418×≥475×≥555mm

300/350/400/450mm

Blum runner

Integrated basket

Used to easily organize dishes

Benefits

Nano Series

019/020



Surface electropolished, rustless and elegant

Maxmize space utilization

Match with defrosting tray, easy to clean.

Withstanding 96 hours of salt spray test

Benefits

LW060A1/LW070A1/LW080A1/LW090A1Code

568/668/768/868x467x180mmSize (W×D×H)

LT060A1/LT070A1/LT080A1/LT090A1Code

568/668/768/868×467×175mmSize (W×D×H)

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

Included Parts

568/668/768/868×≥485×≥235mm

600/700/800/900mm

Soft closing runner

Surface electropolished, rustless and elegant

Maxmize space utilization

Match with defrosting tray, easy to clean.

Withstanding 96 hours of salt spray test

Benefits

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

Included Parts

568/668/768/868×≥485×≥175mm

600/700/800/900mm

Soft closing runner

Surface electropolished, rustless and elegant

Match with defrosting tray and plastic bottom panel, easy to clean.

Withstanding 96 hours of salt spray test

Benefits

LD030/035/040/045A1Code

268/318/368/418×468×485mmSize (W×D×H)

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

Included Parts

268/318/368/418×≥485×≥490mm

300/350/400/450mm

Soft closing runner

021/022
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The clever design of these drawer dividers means you can easily adjust them as you add and remove items 

from the drawers, keeping the contents upright, accessible and tidy. 

Drawer dividers ensure you get the best possible use of the drawer space. No more clutters. The kitchen 

drawer dividers also simplifies preparation of your shopping list. 

Cutlery Tray, Now Say Goodbye to Drawer Interior Clutters

Made of beech, natural and elegant

Professional storage rack, safe and practical

Reasonable partitioning

Benefits

Code CT060WPE

Size(W×D×H) 372/522/822×323×50mm

Drawer size W=600mm



Hanging Rail System, Combining Styles with Practicality
A wall rail organization system will bring organizational bliss. If you want to fight countertop clutter, 

there's nothing like getting things up on wall. Combination rail systems and shelf systems can solve a 

variety of problems, especially when you're lacking wall cabinet storage. 

025/026

Harmonious Looks
Modern, transitional and traditional models are available to match 

various kitchen styles, keeping a harmonious looks for you.

Stylish and Enduring

Made of stainless steel SUS304 and chrome brushed, and undergoing 

96 hours of salt test, OPPEIN hanging rail system is rustless, elegant, 

and can withstand severe cooking conditions.

Fine Design, Emphasis on Form and Function

Code

Length

Material

Position

Code

Length

Material

Position

GJO-TC

600mm

GJP-TC

Electropolished stainless steel, rustless.

Benefits

Mounted near sink cabinet, practical.

Stainless steel 202, electropolishing

Near sink cabinet

600mm

Stainless steel 202, electropolishing

Near sink cabinet

Electropolished stainless steel, rustless.

Benefits

Mounted near sink cabinet, practical.

Chopstics & Ladle Holder Spice & Lid Holder



027/028

Code

Length

Material

GJ030

900mm

Aluminum alloy

Integrated with socket, lighting, audio and intelligent indication, 
stylish and multifunctional.

Benefits

High definition touch screen, easy push-button operation.

Mutifunctional Intelligent Holder Holder set B1

Code

Length

Position

GJQ-TC

600mmx2

The wall between sink cabinet and stove

Electropolished stainless steel, rustless

Mounted near sink cabinet, practical

Benefits

Code

Length

Material

Position

GJC1-TC

600mm

Electropolished stainless steel, rustless.

Benefits

Mounted near sink cabinet, practical.

Stainless steel 235, corrsosion resistant coating/ABS

Near cooking area

Spice Holder



Blum or Hettich runner is integrated with soft closing gadget, allowing silent 

movement. Undergoing 100,000 cycle tests, the runner has long service life. 

Besides, it has max. 15-30KG loading capacity.

029/030

Rice Container, Safe and Intelligent 
OPPEIN rice container features elegance, safety and intelligence. It has stylish 

looks and can be built in your base cabinets. With the integrated soft closing 

gadget, Blum runner allows silent pull out. The main body is made of food-

grade ABS or high quality steel, and the sealed compartment keeps your storage 

from moisture and contamination.The usage is measurable and can be controlled. 

User can get 100g or 150g filling by pressing stopper each time, reducing food 

wastes.Date indicator reminds users of food storage expiry date, making food 

quality under control smartly. 

Smooth Pull out and Long Service Life

By pressing the stopper, each filling down to outlet box is 100g or 150g, users 

can control usage and reduce waste easily.

Measurable Filling to Reduce Food Waste

Main body is made of sturdy steel or plastic, and seal stripes are mounted to 

leave no gap. The rich container is waterproof and insect-proof, guaranteeing 

food safety.

Tight Sealing to Guarantee Food Safety

Possible rice clogging can be easily solved by pressing the reset gadget on the 

top of the contaner.

Reset Gadget, Easy to Solve Rice Clogging



Code  

Size (W×D×H)

Carcase Width

Loading capacity

Exterior Material

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Carcase Width

Included Parts

Capacity

Exterior Material

240×497×565mm

300mm

BLUM soft closing runner

30KG

Steel  

150×470×560mm

200mm

Hettich full-extension runner

15KG

Steel 

Included Parts

MT007  

OP-MT001  

Rice Containers

 Hettich soft closing runner to allow silent movement, and long service life.

Inner chamber made of food grade ABS, eco-friendly and healthy.

Date indicator to remind users of stock validity date

Reset�gadget to avoid rice clogging.

Tight sealed structure, moisture-proof and insect-proof to keep food stock in safety.

031/032

Benefits

Benefits

Blum soft closing runner to allow silent movement.

Tight sealed structure, moisture-proof and insect-proof to keep food stock in safety.

 Full extension runner to allow full visibility and easy reach-in.

Rice Containers

Code

Size (W×D×H)

Mounting Dimension

Carcase Width

MT008

529×467.4×237mm

Rice Containers

568×≥500×≥330mm

Included Parts

600mm

18 inch Blum runner

Benefits
Tight sealed structure, moisture-proof and insect-proof to keep food stock in safety

Mounting Dimension 268×≥510×≥575mm

Mounting Dimension 168×≥480×≥570mm



Washing System
Nothing in a kitchen works harder than sinks and faucets. The two fixtures 

are expected to perform without fail in almost every aspect of kitchen life 

from food preparation to cleaning. Kitchen and faucets also refelct your 

kitchen style. 

033/034

OPPEIN can offer your professional advice and high quality sinks and faucets 

in different forms and styles to make your choice easier.



Made of eco-friendly PP, V-shape drainage not only facilitates 
sewage flow, but also allows an extent of water level in the 
turning point, which prevents odors from upsurging.

035/036

Stylish and Functional 

Seamlessly Undermounted, Beautiful V-Shape Pipe, Odor-Proof

0.8-1.2mm Thick Stainless Steel, 
Tough and Enduring
Made of 0.8-1.2mm (18-20 gauge) thick high-quality 
stainless steel, the sinks are tough, eco-friendly and 
enduring, and can keep quiet in use.

Brushed Surface, Stylish, Rustless and 
Corrosion-Proof
Our stainless steel sinks are brushed after they have been 
molded into a finished product, which ensures that the sinks 
remain long lasting beauty. More, they are rustless, corrosion-
proof and has high-temperature and acid resistant.

Compared with overmount sinks, undermount sink is more 
smooth and beautiful since it is uninterrupted by the edge 
of your sinks. Besides, undermount sink is more easier to 
be cleaned because spills can be swept right into the sink 
with no obstruction. 
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Black Crystal Series

Code

Product Size(W×D×H)

PS915C

760×470×200mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H）

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H）

730×440×R10

Code

Product Size(W×D×H)

PS9221C

860×470×200mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H）

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H）

830×440×R10

830×440×R10730×440×R10

Granite Series

Product Size (W×D×H)

GR512

760×470×200mm

Code

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 740×450×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 708×420×R20 mm

Product Size (W×D×H)

GR5212

760×470×200mm

Code

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 740×450×R15 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 708×420×R10 mm

(black) (black)



039/040

Nanometer Stainless Steel

Code

Product Size(L×W×H)

Carcase Width

PS6221C

760×470×200mm

800mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 745×455×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 718×428×R30 mm

Code PS6217C

Product Size(L×W×H) 860×470×200mm

Carcase Width 800mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 840×450×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 818×430×R30 mm

Code PS6222C

Product Size(L×W×H) 760×470×200mm

Carcase Width 800mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 740×450×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 727×437×R54 mm

Code PS613C

Product Size(L×W×H) 815×465×190mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 794×444×R50 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 790×440×R55 mm



041/042

Code

Product Size(W D H)× ×

Finish

Carcase Width

PS317A

460×420×200mm

Brushed

500mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 440×400×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 420×380×R20 mm

Thickness 0.8mm

Code

Product Size(W D H)× ×

Finish

Carcase Width

OP-PS311A

￠440 190mm×

Brushed

500mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） Ø410 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） Ø404 mm

Thickness 0.8mm

Code

Product Size(W D H)× ×

Finish

Carcase Width

OP-PS316

665 435 200mm× ×

Brushed

700mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 640×415×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 628×403×R27 mm

Thickness 0.8mm

Code

Product Size(W D H)× ×

Finish

Carcase Width

PS6222A

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 740×450×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 727×437×R54 mm

Thickness 0.9mm

Stainless steel brushed

800mm

760×470×200mm

Stainless Series

Code PS614A

Product Size(L×W×H) 420×340×180mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 400×320×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 380×300×R10 mm

Code

Product Size(W×D×H)

PS615A

760x470x215mm

Topmount Hole Size(W×D×H） 735×445×R20 mm

Undermount Hole Size(W×D×H） 727×437×R15 mm

Code Code 43451297(black)/43451387(stone grey)

Thickness

Product Size(L×W×H)

Topmount Hole Size

10mm

860x500x200mm

846x486xR20mm

Thickness

Product Size(L×W×H)

Undermount Hole Size

10mm

710x450x190mm

658x398xR15mm

Code

Code

43430807

43428807

Thickness

Product Size(L×W×H)

Undermount Hole Size

1.2mm

815x450x190mm

763x398xR8mm

Thickness

Product Size(L×W×H)

Undermount Hole Size

1.2mm

710x450x190mm

658x398xR8mm

43115190(black)/43115370(white)



043/044

Add Accents to Your Kitchen
Thanks to integrated molding technology and exquisite 

nickel polished surfaces, our faucets are stylish and we 

offer different forms of models you can choose from.

It has been proved that small amounts of lead leaching 
from our plumbing can cause kidney disease, hypertension, 
reduced brain function, hearing loss, nervous system 
disorders, bone marrow damage, and even death. Made of 
lead-free bronze, OPPEIN faucets keeps your from exposure 
to any lead content.

Lead Free, Safe and Eco-friendly

Spain Sedal & Citec Ceramic Cartridge
Stable and Long Lasting
Withstanding high-pressure testing(up to 800psi), Spain 
Sedal & Citec ceramic cartridge is world known for its 
excellent performance and long service life(about 20 years).
It isolates the pressure diaphragm preventing the possibility 
of blow-outs and cross-flow.Besides,it is heat and scratch 
resistant, and easy to install.

Kitchen faucets not only complete the look of your sink, but they’re one of the most commonly 

used fixtures in the home. In order to strike a balance between functionality and style, be sure to first 

determine your needs. A single-handle faucet with a pull-out sprayer is great for saving space and 

rinsing out the sink; a high-arc spout finished in bronze will increase water range in traditional style.

Choose Right Faucets, And Get Purified Healthy Water

Code ST1301

Size 50×230×266mm

Material Lead-free copper

Finish Chrome

Code BLANCO517742

Size 52×182×327mm

Material Copper

Finish Chrome

Code 31815007

Size 57×235×411mm

Material 

Finish 

Copper

Chromed

Code 14884007

Size 65×170×428mm

Material Copper

Finish Chromed



045/046

Lighting System Adds Function And 
Emotion to Your Kitchen
Cabinet lights are an invaluable addition to a kitchen. They provide a source 

of evenly distributed light that adds both function and emotion to a space. 

We have a lots of solutions to help you make the most informed decision about 

cabinet lighting. 

Offer Intelligent & Additional Lighting to Cabinet Interiors
Task lighting offers additional illumination. Cabinet interior could be an inaccessible space 

for exterior lights. In this case, mounting cabinet interior lamps is a perfect solution.  

Intelligent inductive lamps illuminates when you open your cabinets or drawers. OPPEIN 

has a full spectrum of interior lighting products for your option.

Create A Happy Mood 

Harmonious & Energy Saving

Ambient lighting is mostly seen under wall cabinets and countertop, which allows you a 

comfortable mood and adds accents to your kitchen. They are often in the forms of flexible 

strip lights, recess mounted spot lights etc. 

With various types of shapes and elegant appearances, our kitchen lights are harmonious 

with your kitchen spaces, and high quality LED strips or bulbs offer long service life and 

energy saving.



Code

Size

Power

DJ-Q005 

68×10mm

2W

Included parts cable and socket

Middle inside wall cabinets, or rear inside the top of tall cabinetsMounting position

LED bulb to allow long service life and energy saving.

Benefits

Down Lights Recessed

Built-in transformer, easy to install.

047/048

TORCELLO shelf lightName 

Voltage 

Color Temperature 

Matched Cabinet Width

Cable Length 

Benefits

Mounting Position 

Acting as both lights and shelves, practical.

12V

4000K

600m

2 meters

Mounted in high cabinet to replace shelves 

Stylish and energy saving.

TORCELLO Shelf Light

DD060L/DD080L/DD090L/DD100L/DD120L

567(767/867/967/1167)x324x18mm

3.3/4.7/5.5/6.3/6.9W

3800-4200K

600/800/900/1000/1200mm

Code

Size

Power

Glass Bottom Panel Integrated with Lights

Color temperature

Matched cabinet

Benefits

Included parts Glass shelf, aluminum housing, lamps

Mounting position Bottom panel of wall cabinet

Elegant oxidated aluminum alloy frame.

Bottom panel made of sturdy tempered glass.

Easy to install.

Incorporated transformer to ensure safety.

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Benefits

to add moods and offer additional illumination.

DJ-EB720/900/1440/2050/2340Code

Color Temperature 

Size

Mounting Position 

4000K

L=720/900/1440/2050/2340mm

Wall cabinets/high cabinets

Embedded Light Strip

3.5/4.0/6.25/7.2/9.5WPower



049/050

DJ-DQ005-900

900×15×13mm

7.5W/m

Code

Size

Power

Bar handle lights

Mounting position Matched with bar handle PWNQ0089

DJ-DQ005-L400/600/900/1200Code

Included parts

Size

Mounting Position 

1.5m wire, inductive switch

367/867/1167×28.5×18mm

Underneath wall cabinet

Wall cabinet lights

5WPower

Shelf lights

DJ-DQ006-L400/600/900/1200

7.5W/m

Code

Size

Power

Wood shelvesMounting position

391/591/891/1191×20×16.5mm

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Benefits

Bar handle lights

DQ007-L400/600/900/1200

7.5W/m

Code

Size

Power

600（W）×300（D）mmMatched cabinet

367/567/867/1167×26.8×10.5mm

4000KColor temperature

Easy to install.



051/052

D520HCode

Color temperature

Size

Mounting Position 

3000K

560×290×36mm

Mounted in high cabinet to replace shelves

TORCELLO Shelf Light (Warm color temperature)

5.2WPower

Acting as both lights and shelves, practical

Benefits

EB720H/EB1440H/EB2340HCode

Color temperature

Size

3000K

720/1440/2340mm

Embedded light strip (Warm color temperature)

7.5W/mPower

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Benefits

Easy to install.

Matched Cabinet Width 600mm

Stylish and energy saving

DQ006H-400/600/900/1200Code

Color temperature

Size

Mounting Position 

3000K

391/591/891/1191×22.5×16mm

Wood shelves

Shelf lights (Warm color temperature)

5W/mPower

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Benefits

Easy to install.

DQ005H-900Code

Size

Mounting Position 

867×28.5×18mm

Underneath wall cabinet

Wall cabinet lights (Warm color temperature)

5W/mPower

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Benefits

Easy to install.

Color temperature 3000K



053/054

DP008-600Code

Matched cabinet width

Power

600mm

8000W

Socket

590mmLength

Embedded installation，integrated structure

Benefits

Mounting position Open shelves

DQ001L

88×67×17mm

0.4W  

4000K 

All cabinets or places   

Code

Size

Power

Battery-Driven Infrared Induction Lights

Color temperature

Matched cabinet

Built-in infrared sensor to control lights intelligently.

Benefits

USB port to allow convenient charging.

1500mA battery content to ensure long-time illumination.

Magnetic attachment, no cable and neat look.

Light guide housing to allow homogeneous illumination.

Compact appearance, easy to install.

DP002 Code

Built-in size

Material

560×70×（>40)mm

Aluminum alloy

Mobile Socket Set

Embedded installation, integrated structure

Benefits

GHQ-Q1031Code

Built-in size

Size

195×46×R6mm

224×53×29.5mm

Socket

Embedded installation, integrated structure

Benefits

Rotate plug

Maximum Power 8000W

Size(W×D×H) 566×80×33.8mm

DP001

Lamp Accessories

DP007 P007



Code

Position

WT001A

≥335×≥280×≥320mm

Sink cabinet

Body made of steel, rustless and sturdy.

Mounting Dimension

Bin lid tandem opens as it is pulled out.

(Door panel width ≥ 350mm)

Benefits

Separate Waste and Keep Kitchen Tidy
kitchen is a place where we prepare meals, entertain friends, do our homework and so much more. 

Kitchens are the functional center of the home. With all this activity, it is easy to understand why kitchens 

produce so much waste. Keeping your kitchen organized is a difficult but necessary task.

Our high quality and stylish pull out waste bins are designed to be hidden out of sight and when pushed 

back into place the bin lid will make a seal over the top to minimize odors.

Single Bin Waste Pull Out

Ø260×315mmSize(Ø×H)
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